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Abstract
Using a new source of evidence we explore the geographical mobility of
mid-nineteenth century seamen. Among seamen born outside London, the tall,
the literate and those who could remember the exact day, month and year when
they were born - characteristics that we suggest mark them out as men with
more choices in life - were more likely to migrate to London. Contrary to what
might be inferred from contemporary descriptions of urban disamenities or from
persistent differentials in mortality, London appears as a desirable destination
for those who could choose. The conclusion must be that London was not so
bad, and we should adjust our perception of the problems of urbanisation
accordingly, with implications for the wider debate on the standard of living
during the industrial revolution. The paper’s methodological innovation is the
use of height as an explanatory variable in the analysis of migration. Although
correlated with other variables that are routinely used in anthropometric studies
to indicate life chances, such as literacy and the ability to recall date of birth,
height has many advantages over these alternatives in that it exhibits higher
levels of significance, and is more flexible. Moreover while literacy and heaping
are in essence binary variables, height is a (near) continuous one, and one that
allows us to test for linear and non-linear responses, as we do with interesting
results in this paper. Perhaps the most fruitful use of height in historical
analyses may turn out to be as an explanatory variable; at the very least such a
research strategy provides anthropometric historians with fresh opportunities.
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Introduction
Dick Whittington is a character familiar to most British people, as
the hero of a well-loved children’s story. In the tale, the young Dick,
accompanied by his cat, travels from Gloucester to London believing that
its streets are paved with gold. When things go badly he is tempted to
return home, but, on leaving the city he hears the bells of London ringing.
To him they say, "Turn again Whittington, three times Lord Mayor of
London". Heartened, he does go back, and after a series of adventures
the prophecy comes true. Dick marries his sweetheart Alice, makes a
fortune and becomes Lord Mayor of London three times. The story, like
most folklore, has a basis in fact for there was indeed a Richard
Whittington, who was born in Pauntley Gloucestershire in the 1350s, did
migrate to London, became an apprentice, and later a master, a rich man,
and Lord Mayor of London, not three, but four times!
In migrating Whittington did what many had done, and many more
would do in the centuries that followed: move to a large city, and, in
particular, to London. Modern analyses of migration have been heavily
influenced by Ravenstein’s pioneering work on the published censuses of
1871 and 1881 which gave rise to his “laws” of migration (Grigg, 1977).
While Ravenstein famously hypothesized that most nineteenth-century
migration was over short distances, he also suggested that migrants
going longer distances tended to go to one of the great centres of
commerce or industry. Drawing on the 1851 census, Anderson found that
54% of the British population lived more than 2 kilometres from their place
of birth, with those moving to the cities moving particularly far: 80% of
migrants to London had been born at least 26 kilometres away (Anderson
1990). Thus Anderson’s and other studies confirm the propositions that
while many people moved, migration was often only over short distances,
but that those who moved to London and other important urban labour
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markets moved much further on average. (Anderson, 1990, Boyer 1997,
Boyer and Hatton, 1997).
Although some people would have migrated from towns to the
countryside, the pattern was primarily the other way, for this was an era in
which Britain changed from being a predominantly rural to an increasingly
urban society. In 1750, at the start of the industrial revolution, 21% of the
English population lived in towns of 5000 or more inhabitants. By 1800
that figure had grown to 28%. This total may not sound dramatic, but it
accounted for more than half of all European urbanisation in this period
(Wrigley, 2004, pp. 89-90). The speed of urbanisation accelerated further
in the first half of the nineteenth century, with the growth rates of urban
areas increasing from 2.7% in the late eighteenth century to 3.2% in the
early nineteenth century, before falling back to around 2% in the late
nineteenth century (Wrigley 2004, table 3.11 p. 88, Baines and Woods
2004 table 2.3, p. 44). The early nineteenth century, the era with which
this paper is concerned, thus represents the peak period for urbanisation
in English and Welsh history. Understanding who migrated is therefore an
important historical question.
The source of urbanisation was not a decline in the numbers
employed in agriculture, since these remained roughly constant from
1600 until 1840. But given the rise in total population, a constant number
of workers in agriculture implies a declining agricultural share of the
workforce, in this case from around 55% in 1700 to 40% in 1800 and 25%
in 1850 (Wrigley 2004, p. 90). The rise in the number of non-agricultural
workers is not a sufficient condition for urbanisation, but it does permit it,
since unlike agricultural work, manufacturing and service jobs were
geographically more flexible. It was the economies of scale and
agglomeration in what we now call “the industrial revolution” that
increasingly concentrated manufacturing in factories, and concentrated
those factories in towns and cities. With that concentration came a
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concentration of services that support manufacturing, such as merchants,
ports, and docks, as well as of personal services, such as retailing, and,
of course, domestic service.
Migration within Britain is therefore an important aspect of British
history. Yet its study even for the nineteenth century, relatively rich in
documentation, has been limited by the data available (Whyte, 2004).
One obvious question is: who moves? The published census returns
allow large-scale, comparative analyses (Long and Ferrie, 2003; Long,
2005). The census enumerators’ books from 1841 onwards provide
detailed information on moves over the life course between birthplaces
and places of current residence, with some information on intermediate
moves forthcoming from the birthplaces of children. The migration
histories of individuals can be explored in more detail by linking entries in
the census enumerators’ books for successive censuses but the number
of definite linkages that can be made tends to be small relative to the
effort involved (Pooley and Turnbull, 1998). Accounts of the movements
of individuals and families can be constructed on the basis of diaries,
memoirs and genealogies (Pooley and D’Cruze, 1994). Although these
give migration a human face, such findings may not be representative
and again require painstaking research effort. Our focus is on a particular
social and occupational grouping within which we seek to predict which
individuals were most likely to migrate to London.
This question bears not only on an understanding of migration, but
also on an understanding of the standard of living in London. Any number
of contemporaries – from Marx and Engels to Dickens and Gaskell –
graphically depicted the squalor and brutality of life in large cities in the
early nineteenth century, a judgement supported empirically for London
by John Landers in his book Death and the Metropolis (1993). But against
this many historians suspect that life in rural areas could also be
unpleasant. Not all diseases of filth and underfeeding were predominantly
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urban; tuberculosis for example was at least as prevalent in some rural
areas (Woods and Shelton, 1997). Most importantly, perhaps, in rural
areas wages were certainly lower (Hunt, 1986) and (a theme emphasized
in this paper) opportunities for economic and social mobility fewer.
All things considered was life in London so bad that only those with
few choices migrated there? Or did the advantages outweigh the costs,
so that, even if not paved with gold the streets of London were on balance
attractive? If we found that those who migrated to London generally had
more life choices than those who stayed behind, then we would be able
to conclude that the differentials on pay and, perhaps, on opportunities,
were more than sufficient to compensate for the urban disamenities.
London would be pulling the talented rather than passively receiving the
dispossessed and desperate. In Peter Clark’s terminology (1972)
migrants would be in search of “betterment”. But if in contrast we found
that those who migrated had attributes correlated with fewer life
opportunities, then we would be forced to conclude that these people
were pushed out of their own communities by changing economic
conditions. To again use Peter Clark’s (1972) terminology, they arrived in
London desperate for “subsistence”.

The Role of Anthropometric History in Explaining Migration
Anthropometric history, the use of physical measurements such as
height to investigate living standards historically, has generated much
interest, some excellent books, including but not limited to Floud et al
Height, health and history (1990), Komlos, Stature, living standards and
economic development (1994) and Steckel, Backbone of history (2002),
and a large number of scholarly articles. It continues to be an important
part of economic and social history, generating new insights that would
not otherwise be available.
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We have argued elsewhere (Leunig and Voth, 2003; Humphries
and Leunig; 2007) that anthropometric history as well as adding to our
understanding of secular trends in whole populations, can also illuminate
variations within already well-studied populations for which data are often
available only at an aggregate level. The most important contribution of
anthropometric evidence in this context may be to examine the extent,
nature and causes of differences within groups. For example, Nicholas
and Steckel (1991) used heights not only to track trends in the heights of
English convicts transported to Australia before 1840, but also to
compare the heights of English and Irish convicts. Horrell et al (1998;
2001) used height to capture the effect of growing up in a female-headed
household, Voth and Leunig (1996), and Oxley (2003) look at the effects
of disease, and Humphries and Leunig (2007) on the effect of
urbanisation. Steckel has shown not only that slave children were short in
general but that owners varied nutrition levels according to their
perception of the likely future value of slaves relative to the cost of
feeding them now (2006). All of these are examples of issues that affect
one person or group rather than another, as opposed to capturing secular
trends in the economy as a whole.
Anthropometric studies have shown that height is a measure
responsive to conditions that are specific to individuals as well as to
groups. Thus, for example, those growing up in female headed
households were, on average, shorter, than those who grew up in the
same place and at the same time, but with two parents in the household.
In addition, anthropometric history shows that height is consistently wellcorrelated (positively) with literacy, and (inversely) with “heaping”, that is
recording own age in round numbers, reflecting an inability to recall
precise date of birth. In all of this, height captures early quality of life
which in turn has an important role in determining a person’s life chances.
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Until now, anthropometric history has concentrated on trying to
explain height. We argue that height can be used to explain other
observed outcomes. In early nineteenth century Britain height was almost
always a desirable characteristic in and of itself, particularly for men:
many jobs required strength (Samuel, 1977), and strength is correlated
with height. But in addition anthropometric history has shown that height
is well-correlated with other aspects of a child’s upbringing that predict
later success, such as literacy. In essence, then, the tall are likely to do
better in life both because they are tall per se, and because being tall
reflects a favourable upbringing. As such, height is a suitable proxy for
life-opportunities, and can be placed on the right hand side of regression
analysis when we want to explain whether a particular action was more
common among those with good life opportunities, or more common
among those with fewer life opportunities. If we found, for example, that
people in a particular town, entering a particular profession that had no
particular height or strength requirements were taller than the average for
that town, it would be legitimate to conclude that that profession was
desirable: the tall, who have more choices, chose it. In this case we will
ask ourselves whether those who moved to London were taller than those
who did not. If they were, we will argue that the compensating differentials
available in London were sufficient to make London attractive, if migrants
were shorter than non-migrants our conclusions on the quality of life in
London will be more pessimistic.
In order to do this it is important to ensure that the people we are
considering could have worked either where they were born (or
somewhere of similar size) or in a larger place to which they could
migrate. It would not make sense to study an occupationally
heterogeneous group, since it may be that the tall enter a particular
profession, which, for whatever reason, is more or less prone to requiring
migration. Similarly an industry with industry-specific human capital that
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becomes more geographically concentrated will cause migration of a type
we are less interested in. We need a profession that allows people to stay
where they are, or to move. There are many such professions, including
most aspects of the building trades, printers, postal workers, those
involved in retail and distribution, and domestic servants. In contrast,
geographically concentrated professions such as textile workers, coal
miners, or white collar jobs, such as civil servants, found exclusively in big
cities, would be less suitable for this sort of analysis. There are, to the
best of our knowledge, no height surveys of building workers or domestic
servants, but we do have good height data on merchant seaman in the
early nineteenth century. Seamen were overwhelmingly born and brought
up on or near the coast. They had, therefore, almost without exception
the ability to work where they were born, or nearby. Equally, they could
move to places far larger – Bristol, Southampton, Hull, Grimsby,
Liverpool, and, of course, London itself. By restricting ourselves to
seamen, we abstract from questions about whether the reason the tall are
moving to London is because the tall are well-educated and moving to
London to take up jobs such as those in government and the law. Our
dataset is made up of people who, as far as we can tell, are similar to
each other: they are all merchant seaman, they all, in some sense, have
the opportunity to live in London, or to not live in London.

The Data
The data for our seamen are given in the Admiralty and Board of
Trade’s General Registry and Record Office of Seamen’s “Register of
Seamen's Tickets”. 546,000 surviving records, preserved on 273 reels of
microfilm, are held at the United Kingdom National Archives, under
reference BT113. The Registry was created as an answer to the
Admiralty’s persistent concern as to how men could be raised speedily for
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the Royal Navy in emergencies. Impressment had been the main method
but it was viewed with increasing distaste as time went on. The First Lord
of the Admiralty, Graham, began a scheme that aimed to persuade
merchant seamen to volunteer for service in the Royal Navy in the event
of war (Bartlett, 1963). The Merchant Seamen’s Registration Acts 1844 (7
& 8 Vict c. 112) were designed to create lists of seamen that could be
used in wartime as the basis for a ballot. The law stated that no British
merchant seamen could leave the United Kingdom except with a Register
Ticket, which would only be issued in person. The Acts were not
particularly successful, with impressment continuing to be used, and were
replaced in 1853 with a new form of registration (Bartlett, 1963).
The tickets included a fairly detailed physical description of each
seamen, so that they would find it hard to evade service with the Royal
Navy if that were required of them. The tickets include the seaman’s
name, date and place of nativity, their age, their height (measured to the
nearest quarter of an inch), a physical description including their hair
colour, deformities, tattoos and so on, whether they could write, the date
at which they first went to sea, and, critically for our purposes, their place
of birth and their place of residence when unemployed. Places of birth
and residence were generally recorded in a similarly detailed fashion –
usually to the level of the parish or town, sometimes to the street or even
the house.
The first 20 reels of microfilm were duplicated and entered into a
database. These reels contain 39901 observations. We exclude illegible
entries, those born before 1801, those whose heights were not recorded
(one recording officer simply wrote “growing” on every entry, no matter
the age), those whose recorded ages are inconsistent with their given
dates of birth (we allow a one year margin of error), and those whose
place of birth or residence could not be traced conclusively, or were
outside England and Wales.
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The latitude and longitude of each English and Welsh parish has
been ascertained by Greg Clark (1998). No equivalent data exist for
Scotland, hence we restrict ourselves to England and Wales. Of course
there is always a degree of discretion in assigning a parish to a particular
point. Parishes are not always of regular shape, and there will be
parishes that could be assigned to a slightly different latitude and
longitude. Some seamen gave a town rather than a parish as their place
of birth or residence. In those cases where this could not readily be traced
using the Clark dataset, we used the modern OS Gazetteer to find its
location. Both datasets give locations to the nearest kilometre. Having
found the location of the place of birth and residence a simple application
of Pythagoras’ theorem gives us the distance migrated. We use crow flies
distances, neglecting issues such as the curvature of the earth, estuaries,
mountains and the like. The loss of precision is very small. Furthermore,
we matched Clark’s parish dataset with that of Southall, which gives us
the population of every place in every year from 1801 (using interpolation
between census years). This allows us to include prior experience of big
cities in our analysis of who moves to London.

Table 1. Summary Statistics about here.

Analysis and Results
The analysis is essentially very simple. We have a dataset that
consists of people who are in many ways very similar. They are all male,
they were all born in the same era, all aged 20 to 44, they are all
merchant seaman and within this group we restrict our attention to those
who were born outside of London. Some migrate to London, and some do
not. We now investigate whether we can explain the decision to migrate
in terms of the individual characteristics of each seaman.
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There are six potentially useful variables that we know for each
seaman that we would expect to explain the decision to migrate to
London. The first is the distance of the place of birth from London. Clearly
the further the person is born from London, the less likely it is that they
will migrate. The cost of doing so is likely to be higher, their knowledge of
London and its opportunities are likely to be lower, and so on. Second,
the person’s age: since we are not measuring migrating in the previous
year, but whether the person has migrated to London since birth, we can
expect age to be positively correlated with the decision to migrate. Third,
we have three variables that capture a person’s likely life chances: height,
literacy and the inability to remember your date of birth precisely. The last
is termed age-heaping and is generally taken to mean the inability to
remember even the exact year of birth – a disproportionate number of
people in census records, for example, give a year of birth ending in a
zero (Mokyr, 1983; Long, 2005). All the cases in our sample have a date
of birth that matches their age. Some, however, are able to give only the
year of birth, while most give their exact birthday. We use heaping in this
context, therefore, to describe those who could remember the year but
not exact date of birth. The first two are positively correlated with a better
quality upbringing, the third is correlated with a worse quality upbringing.
If London was, taken as a whole, a desirable place to live, we would
expect the tall, the literate, and those able to remember their date of birth
precisely to be more likely to migrate to London. If, in contrast, London
was a less desirable place to live, we would expect that group of people –
who can out-compete the short, the illiterate and those who cannot
remember their date of birth in any particular labour market – to remain in
the provinces, while those less fortunate end up moving to London
because of the absence of sufficient jobs in more desirable locations.
Finally, we include the population of the place of birth. It may be that
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London held fewer terrors for those who grew up in large places and
knew something of life in a large urban area.
The decision to migrate to London is a classic binary variable:
either the seaman concerned has moved to London at the time of their
registration card, or they have not. For that reason we use probit
regression as our means of analysis. Two of the explanatory variables are
also binary: literacy and the inability to remember date of birth. In
equation one, the remaining variables are entered linearly: distance from
London, age, height and population in place of birth. Since we generally
know the exact date of birth and the exact date of ticketing, we are able to
enter age precisely. Height, as we mentioned, is measured to the nearest
quarter of an inch. The average seaman was 5 feet 5.97 inches tall, with
a standard deviation of 2.38 inches.

Table 2 about here. Results

Regression 1 performs well. All of the coefficients are correctly
signed, and all are significant at at least the 10% level. The predicted rate
of migration is within 2.5% of the actual level. As we would expect, the
variables for distance and age are powerful explanators. Those who were
born the mean distance from London – 216 kilometres – were around 17
percentage points less likely to migrate to London than those living on the
outskirts of the city. Age also mattered: every additional year increased
the chance of having moved to London by 1.3%. The three variables that
aim to capture a person’s life chances are consistently signed in that the
signs on literacy and height are the same, and opposite to the sign on the
heaping variable. There are two types of conclusions that we can draw at
this stage, about history, and about methodology. In terms of our
understanding of history, given that the signs on literacy and height are
positive, and that the sign on the heaping variable is negative, we can
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conclude that on average seamen thought that the benefits of living in
London outweighed the costs. Second, in terms of methodology we can
see two ways in which the height variable performs better than either the
literacy or the heaping variable. The co-efficient on height is significant at
the 0.1% level, while the coefficients on literacy and heaping are
significant only at the 10% level. This is a potentially important result for
anthropometric historians, because it suggests that variation in heights
may be a more powerful explanatory variable than other life experience
variables with which height is correlated. In addition, whilst literacy and
heaping are somewhat crude binary variables, height is a (near)
continuous variable. In this case the co-efficient on height suggests that a
one standard deviation rise in height increased the propensity to migrate
by the same amount as the ability to write, while a two standard deviation
fall in height reduced the propensity to migrate by about the same amount
as the inability to remember the date of birth.
The non-binary nature of the height variable is such that we can
investigate linear and non-linear effects of changes in heights. In equation
two we do this by dividing the sample into three categories by height,
small, average, and tall. The intuition for this is the same as entering
height and height squared in the regression, but has the advantage that
the coefficients are easy to interpret. Average is defined as those within
one standard deviation of the mean, small and tall are those outside of
this range. Average is the omitted category in the regression.
Again, the regression performs well. As we would expect, all of the
co-efficients on the variables other than height are essentially unchanged
in magnitude and significance. But now a more nuanced picture about the
role of height emerges: compared with being average, being tall mattered,
whereas being small did not. The coefficient on tall implies that those
more than 1 standard deviation taller than the mean – 17% of the sample
– were 6.4% more likely to migrate to London. Those 1 standard deviation
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or more shorter than the mean – 14% of the sample – were 2.2% less
likely to move, but this result is not significant even at the 10% level.
Other formulations of the equation give the same result: being tall is
always significant, being short, however defined, is never significant at
any conventional level of significance, although it is always correctly
signed and approaching the borders of significance.
In this context 6.4% is not a small number. On average 37.5% of
seaman born outside of London migrated to the capital. This figure can be
broken down arithmetically into the probabilities for different height
groups. The probability that one of the 83% of seamen who were of
average or below average height migrating to London was 36.4%, but the
probability that one of the 17% of seamen who were more than 1
standard deviation taller than the mean migrating to London was 42.9%,
that is to say, the tall were 18% more likely to migrate to London than
those who were not tall.
Having ascertained that the tall were more likely to move to
London, we can also ask ourselves whether, conditional on migrating, the
tall were more likely to migrate further. In this case the dependent
variable is distance migrated, and therefore we use an OLS regression.

Table 3: How far did different groups migrate, about here

Again, the distance from London is a significant determinant of how
far people who migrated moved. Indeed, given the high proportion of all
migrants that migrated to London, this result was inevitable. Similarly, age
is a positive and statistically significant predictor of migration distance
from birth: this is good evidence that people migrated steadily away from
their place of birth, over time, and reinforces the notion of a fluid society,
but not one in which people move randomly, but instead predominantly
move progressively away from their place of birth. The variable on the
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size of place of birth is again positive. In this case this reflects the fact
that migration was almost always to a place of significant size. In that
such places are generally separated by at least moderate distances,
those who migrated from a large town had, therefore, to go a
considerable distance to reach the next large town. Some of those born in
rural areas could, in contrast, migrate to a large town without travelling
far.
What is striking, however, is that none of the quality of early life
variables – height, literacy or heaping – are statistically significant at
conventional levels. Furthermore, although height and heaping are
correctly signed relative to each other and to our prior expectations in the
light of table 2, literacy is wrongly signed. We have therefore found that
whilst variables that capture the quality of life in early years, and
correspondingly suggest degrees of opportunity later in life, do affect the
decision as to whether to migrate, they do not affect the distance
migrated once the decision to migrate has been made.

Discussion
Is it credible that people who could have chosen not to live in
London – and the tallest 17% of sailors clearly fell into this group – would
have chosen to do so? It is hard for historians to reconcile the
descriptions of the vileness of life in the metropolis with its apparent
attractions to immigrants, for London’s growth in the seventeenth,
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries illustrates yet another of
Ravenstein’s “laws”: large towns grew more by migration than by natural
increase (Grigg, 1977). Indeed for much of the early modern period mass
immigration was needed to compensate for the high death rate in the
capital. Why did migrants come when moving to London put them at risk
of an early grave? Although the city’s death rate had fallen by the first
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quarter of the nineteenth century, and immigration had perhaps slowed
down, London continued to attract large numbers of migrants (Schwarz,
1992, pp.237-8). The motive to migrate is usually studied in terms of
“push” and “pull” factors, respectively factors that forced people to leave
the countryside such as rural unemployment or expropriation and factors
that attracted people to the cities such as higher wages and more
opportunities for advancement. Peter Clark’s analysis of migrants in early
modern England uses a similar dichotomy comparing migration for
“subsistence”, that is to keep body and soul together with migration for
“betterment” that is in the hope of social and economic advancement
(Clark, 1972, pp.134-150). While subsistence migration was probably
very important to London’s growth in the sixteenth century, and the
metropolis remained a focus for the poor and desperate, by the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries there seems little doubt that
“betterment” was a more likely motive for the majority of migrants (Earle,
1994), a conclusion consistent with our finding for the sample of seamen.
It was men with advantages (height, literacy and numeracy) who were
most likely to move to the capital. Why?
London’s large community of sailors provides a particularly
interesting context for studying the motives for migration. Since many had
been born and brought up either in the city’s maritime parishes or in
seaside communities elsewhere, particularly on the east-coast of England
and Scotland, sailors’ origins are held to have been strikingly different
from those of most migrants to London (see Earle, 1994, pp. 74-5). A
much higher proportion of sailors came from counties at some distance
from London such as Northumberland and Devon. Many more came from
outside England and Wales as well. Indeed sailors from all over the world
made their homes in east London (Earle, 1994, p. 75). Why did these
immigrant sailors choose to live in London, where rent and other
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expenses were probably much higher than in their native places, and
when they could have set sail from the places in which they were born?
Sailors would not have had to live in London all year, since they
would have been on board ship for much of the time. That said, it is easy
to overstate the proportion of time spent aboard. Many journeys were
short, and many nights would have been spent ashore even when work
was regular, let alone when it was not. So what were the attractions of the
metropolis for these particular men?
One obvious attraction was London’s relatively higher wages, and
although the economy of London was changing in the first half of the
nineteenth century, in many trades it retained its advantages. But the
metropolis’s advantages here were not so clear cut for mariners who sold
their services on a national, indeed international market. For seamen
residence made no difference to pay rates unless it cut a man off from the
main coastal and international trade routes. This was not the case for
east coast sailors who would have got London rates whatever port they
shipped from (Earle, 1994, p. 75). The main economic advantage of
London was not the pay, but the vast range of ships using the port since
the metropolis dominated the coastal trade and some two-thirds of
England’s imports and exports passed through its docks (Earle, 1994, p.
75). As Peter Earle has argued, for the majority of sailors who worked the
coastal trades and short haul routes to Europe, the problem was to put
together sufficient voyages to accumulate a decent annual income, a
problem more easily solved from London than from Teeside or Plymouth
(Earle, 1994, p. 76).
As well as providing a deep and developed market for sailors’
berths, London also offered many attractions to sailors when ashore.
Leonard Schwarz describes seamen as “the major ‘tourist’ industry of the
Port of London and as important to the east end economy as the
aristocracy was to Westminster” (Schwarz, 1992, p. 109). To the obvious
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entertainment, should be added some less transparent benefits. Earle
(1994) points out the importance of employment opportunities for the
wives of mariners. Intermittent employment and slow payment of wages
meant that many sailors’ families relied on contributions from women and
children to survive. Equally important were the opportunities afforded the
sailors themselves when out of sea service, many of which suited their
skills: river transport and loading and unloading ships for example
(Schwarz, 1992, p. 109).
But London was attractive not only for the options it offered for
minimising periods of unemployment and for supplementing sea wages.
Most important of all, and here Dick Whittington catches our eye once
more, was its opportunity for advancement. As the historian of London’s
labour market notes, for those with ambition it was always “the place to
be” (Schwarz, 1992, p. 2). Seafaring might disproportionately have
attracted men with ambition.
According to Ralph Davis a seaman had much better chances of
moderate promotion, which might at least double his pay, than most town
artisans or rural labourers (Davis, 1962). With perseverance and capacity
a seaman might even become a master. The merchant service offered
one of the “few avenues from the lowest to the middle ranks of society in
England before the twentieth century” (Davis, 1962, p. 151). There was “a
long ladder of ranks, the possibility of accumulating a little capital in the
higher of them to assist the last step to the highest, and the rapid and
almost continuous growth of the industry, were all to the advantage of the
able, ambitious and sober man” (Davis, 1962, p.151). Thus one important
intangible advantage of a career at sea, an advantage undoubtedly
maximised in the capital’s labour market and sought out with more
assiduity by more confident (and taller) young men was the chance of
upward mobility.
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Examples of men who took advantage of the opportunity to
advance can readily be found among mariners’ memoirs. These
ambitious men tracked Whittington: upward mobility inevitably contingent
on a move to London. Thus James Choyce, a sailor from a little earlier
than our time period, grew up in a farming family outside London. But
“seeing no better prospect than to follow the plough all the days of my life”
ambitious James aged sixteen headed for London where he bound
himself apprentice in the Southern Whale Fishery, symbolically sailing in
the ship “London” (Choyce, 1891, p. 3). Choyce became a master
mariner and the captain of a whaler. Similarly Henry Blewett, whose
father was registered according to the Acts, went to sea originally in the
Cornish fishing fleet, but eventually moved to London and rose up the
ladder described by Davis (above). Blewett too eventually became a
master mariner and captain of several important ships (Parsons and
Parsons, 1993)
Some of the attractions of London spelled out above are specific to
seamen. Other studies of different occupational groups are required to
see to what extent London’s advantages in terms of higher wages,
greater employment opportunities, more leisure options and more
chances for advancement, can be generalised. Moreover our finding that
height works better than literacy and heaping as a predictor of
“betterment” migration may well also be specific to a job like the merchant
service where physical capability had value in and of itself (in addition to
serving as a measure of background, confidence, contacts, etc). It seems
probable that height would decrease in importance relative to literacy for
jobs for which physical strength was less important. A really interesting
profession – for men and women – in this context would be domestic
service. But, alas, the data necessary to test this proposition for male and
female domestic servants is unlikely to become available.
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Conclusion
This paper allows us to draw two types of conclusion:
methodological, and historical. Our methodological conclusions are clear,
unambiguous and potentially very exciting for those who work with
anthropometric data: height works as an exogenous variable in
regression analysis. It is capable of explaining as well as being explained.
It offers some inherent advantages in comparison with obvious
“competitor” variables such as literacy and age heaping, because height
is a (near) continuous variable, rather than a binary variable. As such it
facilitates more sophisticated and nuanced analyses of the effect of social
background and upbringing on decisions. In this case we also found that
height worked better, in the econometric sense of generating higher
levels of statistical significance than competitor variables. This finding
may be population specific: that height mattered more for seamen than
did (say) literacy does not prove that height mattered more than literacy
for all occupations. Much more work is needed – and warranted – in this
area.
In historical terms we have found that the tall were more likely to
migrate to London than those who were short or of average height. Given
that the tallest 17% of seamen certainly had a wide range of job
opportunities, this tells us that, notwithstanding its obvious, apparent and
very real problems, in their eyes London appeared an attractive place in
the early nineteenth century. This is an important finding in terms of
understanding the quality of life in cities in this era. But it is also important
more generally. As we noted at the start, urbanisation is a major aspect of
the British industrialisation experience. If cities were awful, our
interpretation of trends in the standard of living needs to be
correspondingly pessimistic. But if cities were actually desirable places,
then we can be more optimistic about the standard of living in Britain
during the Industrial Revolution.
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Anthropometric history always claimed to be capturing something
broader than just income levels. By showing that height works on the right
hand side of an equation in a similar manner to, but more effectively
than, literacy or age-heaping we have endorsed anthropometric
historians’ claim that stature is a useful encompassing measure of the
quality of life during early years. And in showing that height is capable of
explaining an issue such as migration , we think that we have identified
some new and interesting avenues for anthropometric historians to
explore.
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Table 1 Summary Statistics

Born
Resident when
unemployed

Percentage
migrating
Percentage
migrating to
London
Average
migration
distance,
conditional on
migrating

In London
30.8%
53.1%

Outside London
69.2%
46.9%

Total
15503
15503

Born in London

Average

14.8%

Born outside
London
49.8%

-

37.5%

-

87.8 km

172.0 km

161.5 km

32.6%

We restrict ourselves to those aged 20 or over, that is, to those who were fully grown.
“In London” defined as within 10 kilometres of Blackfriars.
“Migrating” means a place of residence 10 km or more from the place of birth
Source: National Archives BT113 reels 1-20, see text.
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Table 2. Results: Were the Tall More Likely to Move to London?

Equation 1
. dprobit ue___10km_from_blackfriars_ born_dist_from_blackfriars__km_
age_calc heaping__only_birth_yr_known write__blank___no_
total_height_inches born_increm_1to10 if born__10km_from_blackfriars_
==0 & age_calc>20
Iteration 0:
Iteration 1:
Iteration 2:
Iteration 3:

log likelihood = -7090.1171
log likelihood = -6673.1384
log likelihood = -6671.9593
log likelihood = -6671.9592

Probit regression, reporting marginal effects

Log likelihood = -6671.9592

Number of obs = 10715
LR chi2(6) = 836.32
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000
Pseudo R2 = 0.0590

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ue___1~_ |
dF/dx Std. Err.
z P>|z| x-bar [ 95% C.I. ]
---------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------born_km_ | -.0008401 .0000379 -22.13 0.000 216.341 -.000914 -.000766
age
| .0130612 .0007617 17.14 0.000 28.1437 .011568 .014554
heaping | -.0459328 .0262149 -1.71 0.087 .033224 -.097313 .005447
literacy | .0205054 .010802 1.89 0.059 .734111 -.000666 .041677
height | .0110812 .00203 5.46 0.000 66.146 .007103 .01506
born pop | .000336 8.06e-08 4.17 0.000 44825.8 1.8e-07 4.9e-07

---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------obs. P | .3752683
pred. P | .3674821 (at x-bar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1
z and P>|z| correspond to the test of the underlying coefficient being 0
born km = distance of place of birth from London, in km
age = exact age, to the day when known
heaping = not knowing exact date of birth
literacy = ability to write
height = height in inches
born pop = population within 10km of place of birth, thousands
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Table 2. Results: Were the Tall More Likely to Move to London?

Equation 2
dprobit ue___10km_from_blackfriars_ born_dist_from_blackfriars__km_
age_calc heaping__only_birth_yr_known write__blank___no_ tall short
born_increm_1to10 if born__10km_from_blackfriars_ ==0 &
age_calc>20
Iteration 0:
Iteration 1:
Iteration 2:
Iteration 3:

log likelihood = -7090.1171
log likelihood = -6672.3655
log likelihood = -6671.1926
log likelihood = -6671.1925

Probit regression, reporting marginal effects

Log likelihood = -6671.1925

Number of obs = 10715
LR chi2(7) = 837.85
Prob > chi2 = 0.0000
Pseudo R2 = 0.0591

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ue___1~_ |
dF/dx Std. Err.
z P>|z| x-bar [ 95% C.I. ]
---------+------------------------------------------------------------------------------Born km | -.0008376 .0000379 -22.06 0.000 216.341 -.000912 -.000763
Age
| .0130833 .0007618 17.17 0.000 28.1437 .01159 .014576
Heaping | -.0456199 .0262156 -1.70 0.089 .033224 -.097002 .005762
literacy | .0203073 .010804 1.87 0.061 .734111 -.000868 .041483
tall | .0648081 .0130893 5.02 0.000 .171722 .039153 .090463
short | -.0218189 .0139699 -1.55 0.121 .137471 -.049199 .005562
born pop | .000332 8.07e-08 4.12 0.000 44825.8 1.7e-07 4.9e-07

---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------obs. P | .3752683
pred. P | .3675074 (at x-bar)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1
z and P>|z| correspond to the test of the underlying coefficient being 0
born km = distance of place of birth from London, in km
age = exact age, to the day when known
heaping = not knowing exact date of birth
literacy = ability to write
tall = more than 1sd taller than the mean
short = more than 1sd shorter than the mean
born pop = population within 10km of place of birth, thousands
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Table 3. Results: Were Tall Migrants Likely to Move Further?

. regress dist_mig_if_mig__10km___not_lond
born_dist_from_blackfriars__km_ age_calc
heaping__only_birth_yr_known write__blank___no_ total_height_inches
born_increm_1to10 if migrant__10km___not_london_born == 1
Source |
SS
df
MS
Number of obs = 6951
-------------+-----------------------------------------F( 6, 6944) = 484.23
Model | 33062234.9
6 5510372.48
Prob > F
= 0.0000
Residual | 79020138.3 6944 11379.6282
R-squared = 0.2950
-------------+------------------------------------------ Adj R-squared = 0.2944
Total | 112082373 6950 16126.9602 Root MSE
= 106.68

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------dist_mig_i~d |
Coef. Std. Err.
t P>|t| [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+--------------------------------------------------------------------------born km _ | .5645726 .0105958 53.28 0.000 .5438016 .5853436
age
| .8170249 .1856372 4.40 0.000
heaping
| -9.984688 7.270013 -1.37 0.170
literacy | -4.700543 2.995881 -1.57 0.117
height
| .2952676 .4964639 0.59 0.552
born pop | .0000584 .0000234 2.50 0.012
constant | 20.42228 32.19661 0.63 0.526

.4531192 1.180931
-24.23614 4.26676
-10.57339
1.1723
-.6779534 1.268489
.0000126 .0001042
-42.69292 83.53748

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------born km = distance of place of birth from London, in km
age = exact age, to the day when known
heaping = not knowing exact date of birth
literacy = ability to write
height = height in inches
born pop = population within 10km of place of birth, thousands
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